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Methodology
Lake Research Partners designed this survey that was fielded in an omnibus survey conducted online from September 8-
10, 2023. The survey reached a total of 1000 adults and this data includes only the 847 registered voters who were
surveyed.

The survey was fielded online using a probability sample. Households invited to join the panel are randomly selected from
all available households in the U.S. Persons in the sampled households are invited to join and participate in the panel. The
demographic benchmarks of the total adults surveyed came from the 2022 March Supplement of the Current Population
Survey (CPS). The data for registered voters were weighted to adjust for gender by region, age, race, gender by race, and
gender by choice stance to reflect the demographic composition of the registered voter population.

The margin of error is +/-3.4%. The margin of error for subgroups is higher.
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Summary of Key Findings
• Voters remain very supportive of abortion rights (61% of voters who support abortion rights vs 34% of voters who do 

not support abortion rights).
• Voters resonate with personal decision-making without government interference, with nearly three quarters of voters 

who support and a solid majority who strongly support a person’s right to make their own reproductive decisions, 
including about abortion, contraception, and continuing a pregnancy.

• Banning abortion motivates voters to vote in the elections next year. Notably, voters who support abortion rights are 
much more energized by this issue than voters who do not support abortion rights (56% of voters who support 
abortion rights are very motivated vs 31% of voters who do not support abortion rights are very motivated).

• Voters are overwhelmingly in support of the Equal Rights Amendment. It is a universal value to Democrats and very 
strong with Independents, especially Independent women. 

• Six in ten voters identify as a feminist. Across demographic subgroups, except for non-college-educated men and 
Republicans, at least half of voters consider themselves to be a feminist.

• Abortion and the Equal Rights Amendment are strong turnout issues separately, but even more powerful when 
combined. If we want to turn out the vote, talking about abortion and the ERA together is powerful to mobilize the 
base of Democrats and Independents, especially Independent women, younger women, voters who support abortion 
rights, college-educated women, Latinas and Black voters, and voters ages 30-39 to the polls next year. 

• For voters who support abortion rights, younger women, and Democrats, abortion and women’s rights combined are top issues 
that will determine their vote next year.
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Top Issues
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For all voters, unsurprisingly, inflation and rising prices is the top of mind issue, with four 
in ten who say it is the most important issue that will determine their vote in elections 
next year. Following inflation and rising prices is threats to Democracy. Abortion and 
women’s rights combined is a top issue.

Which of the following are the most important issues that will determine your vote in elections next year for President, Senate, Congress, and other 
offices? [MULTIPLE SELECT]

5
5

3
3
4
5
6

8
8
9

11
11
12

14
19

23
38

Not sure
Other

Student loans
Jobs and the Economy

Racism
Education and schools

Affordable housing
Crime
Taxes

Women's rights
Abortion

Health care and prescription drugs
Climate change

Gun violence
Immigration

Threats to Democracy
Inflation and rising prices

20
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• Threats to Democracy 
(30%) and Inflation and 
rising prices (29%)

• Abortion and Women’s 
rights combined (26%)

• Inflation and rising prices 
(53%)

• Immigration (30%)

• Inflation and rising prices 
(54%)

• Immigration (38%)

Support 
abortion

Conflicted^

Do not 
support 
abortion

• Inflation and rising prices 
(42%)

• Threats to Democracy 
(20%)

• Inflation and rising prices 
(34%) 

• Abortion and Women’s 
rights combined (33%)

• Inflation and rising prices 
(38%) and Threats to 
Democracy (38%)

• Inflation and rising prices 
(37%)

• Immigration (28%)

Men <50

Women 
<50

Men 50+

Women 
50+

Top Issues by Demographics

^Conflicted voters are those who think either regulation of abortion is necessary, 
although it should remain legal in many circumstances OR abortion should be legal 
only in the most extreme cases, such as to save the life of the woman or in the 
cases of rape or incest

Across demographic subgroups, except for Democrats, inflation and rising prices is the top issue. For voters 
who support abortion rights, younger women, and Democrats, abortion and women’s rights combined are 
top issues that will determine their vote next year. 

Democrats

Independents

Republicans

• Threats to Democracy 
(33%)

• Abortion and Women’s 
rights combined (30%)

• Inflation and rising prices 
(37%)

• Threats to Democracy 
(23%)

• Inflation and rising prices 
(61%)

• Immigration (34%)
Support 

making own 
reproductive 

decisions

Oppose 
making own 
reproductive 

decisions

• Inflation and rising prices 
(32%)

• Threats to Democracy 
(27%)

• Inflation and rising prices 
(59%)

• Immigration (36%)
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Feminism 
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A majority of voters say they consider themselves to be a feminist or a 
strong feminist.  

Not a feministA feminist 

Anti-feminist Strong feminist

20
4

10

59

29

Feminist Not a feminist/anti-
feminist

Not sure

A feminist is a person who believes in the political, economic, and social equality of the sexes. Now that you have heard the definition of a feminist, do 
you consider yourself to be a strong feminist, a feminist, not a feminist, or an anti-feminist?

(+30)
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Across demographic subgroups, except 
for non-college-educated men and 
Republicans, at least half of voters 
consider themselves to be a feminist. 
Those with the largest margin of those 
who say they are a feminist compared 
to those who say they are not, include 
younger women, college-educated 
women, Democrats, and Independent 
women. 

There is a gender gap as subgroups of 
women are more likely to consider 
themselves to be a feminist than 
subgroups of men.  

A feminist is a person who believes in the political, economic, and social equality of the sexes. Now that you have heard the definition of a feminist, 
do you consider yourself to be a strong feminist, a feminist, not a feminist, or an anti-feminist?

MarginNot/antiFeminist
+193149Men <50
+521871Women <50
+144053Men 50+
+332963Women 50+
+352560Under 30
+41216230-39
+5285940-49

+24345850+
+83745Non-college men

+342861Non-college women
+283260College men
+581876College women
+601878Democratic men
+711182Democratic women
+233256Independent men
+541973Independent women
-295526Republican men
-14443Republican women 

+133749White men
+422567White women
+362359Black
+143852Latinos^
+412465Latinas^

^Small N size
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Abortion Stance
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A majority of registered voters support abortion rights and over 
four in ten believe abortions should be legal and generally 
available. 

1. Abortions should be legal and generally available and subject to only limited regulation
2. Regulation of abortion is necessary, although it should remain legal in many circumstances
3. Abortion should be legal only in the most extreme cases, such as to save the life of the woman or in the cases of rape or incest
4. All abortions should be made illegal

Legal and generally 
available Some regulation

5% Not sure/Refused

Extreme cases All illegal 

Here are four statements. Which of them is closest to your own view?

44

17 25

961

34
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Across subgroups, except for 
Republicans, a strong majority of 
voters support abortion rights. 
Latinas, Black voters, younger 
women, Democrats, college-
educated voters, and 
Independent women are most 
likely to believe abortions should 
be legal and generally available. 
Republican men and women 
solidly do not support abortion 
rights.

Here are four statements. Which of them is closest to your own view?

Do not 
support

Support 
abortion rights

Legal & 
available

336043Men <50
287053Women <50
365939Men 50+
385640Women 50+
326549Under 30
27674830-39
33634740-49
37574050+
395334Non-college men
395643Non-college women
296851College men
217652College women
138468Democrats
257248Independents
672612Republicans 
267144Independent men
237352Independent women
682311Republican men
662912Republican women
355938White men
376243White women
316050Black
425035Latinos^
276759Latinas^

^Small N size
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Across gender, age, education, party identification, and race, voters support a person’s right to make their 
own reproductive decisions. Notably, half of Republicans support this. Black voters, Democrats and 
Independents, younger women, college-educated women, Latinas, and voters ages 30-39 are most likely to 
strongly support a person’s right to make their own reproductive decisions. 

Not so strongly opposeNot so strongly support

Strongly opposeStrongly support

Do you (rotate:) _support or _oppose a person’s right to make their own reproductive decisions, including decisions about abortion, contraception, and 
continuing pregnancy without interference from government? 

62

10
8

74

17

Support Oppose Not sure

(+58)

SupportStrongly 
support

7257Men <50
8073Women <50
7056Men 50+
7463Women 50+
7361Under 30
807030-39
756540-49
725950+
6953Non-college men
7463Non-college women
7461College men
8275College women
9189Democrats
8170Independents
5027Republicans 
6953White men
7565White women
7970Black
6653Latinos^
8374Latinas^

^Small N size
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There is a gender gap among Independents and Republicans. Independent women and 
Republican women are more likely to strongly support a person’s right to make their own 
reproductive decisions than their male counterparts. 

Do you (rotate:) _support or _oppose a person’s right to make their own reproductive decisions, including decisions about abortion, contraception, and 
continuing pregnancy without interference from government? 

89 88 61 78

23 32

92 91
77

85

48 52

Democratic
men

Democratic
women

Independent
men

Independent
women

Republican
men

Republican
women

Not so strongly supportNot so strongly supportNot so strongly support

Strongly supportStrongly supportStrongly support
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Banning abortion motivates voters to vote in the elections next year. Only about a 
quarter are not motivated by banning abortion, and one in ten are not sure. Notably, 
voters who support abortion rights are much more energized by this issue than voters 
who do not support abortion rights.

45

18
10

62

27

Motivated Not motivated Not sure

Does banning abortion make you VERY motivated to vote in elections next year for President, Senate, Congress, and other offices, SOMEWHAT motivated 
to vote, A LITTLE motivated to vote, or NOT at all motivated to vote? 

A little motivatedSomewhat motivated

Not at all motivatedVery motivated

(+34)

56 31

72
48

Support abortion
rights Motivated

Do not support
abortion Motivated
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Banning abortion makes younger women, voters ages 30 to 39, college-educated women, 
Latinas, and Democrats the most intensely motivated to vote next year. 
Does banning abortion make you VERY motivated to vote in elections next year for President, Senate, Congress, and other offices, SOMEWHAT motivated 

to vote, A LITTLE motivated to vote, or NOT at all motivated to vote? 

45

18
10

62

27

Motivated Not motivated Not sure
A little motivatedSomewhat motivated

Not at all motivatedVery motivated

(+34)

Not 
motivatedMotivatedVery 

motivated
315338Men <50
157555Women <50
425538Men 50+
236347Women 50+
226246Under 30
24675230-39
23634240-49
32594350+
404731Non-college men
216550Non-college women
316448College men
177553College women
128063Democrats
326043Independents
394629Republicans 
395338White men
216749White women
136548Black
444535Latinos^
167457Latinas^

^Small N size
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Among party identification, women are more motivated to vote by banning abortion than 
men are. Independent women are especially more intensely motivated to vote next year 
than their male counterpart with a 16-point difference in intense motivation and 20 
points overall. 
Does banning abortion make you VERY motivated to vote in elections next year for President, Senate, Congress, and other offices, SOMEWHAT motivated 

to vote, A LITTLE motivated to vote, or NOT at all motivated to vote? 

60 66

35
51

26 31

78 82

50

70

42
51

Democratic
men

Democratic
women

Independent
men

Independent
women

Republican
men

Republican
women

Somewhat motivatedSomewhat motivatedSomewhat motivated

Very motivatedVery motivatedVery motivated
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The Equal Rights Amendment
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Seven in ten voters support the Equal Rights Amendment being placed in the 
Constitution, and a strong majority strongly support this. There are more 
who are not sure than there are opposed. 

57

7

18

69

12

Support Oppose Not sure

The Equal Rights Amendment, if placed in the U.S. Constitution, will prohibit sex discrimination and provide equal rights for women and men and on the 
basis of gender. Do you support or oppose the Equal Rights Amendment being placed in the Constitution to prohibit sex discrimination and provide equal 

rights for women and men and on the basis of gender?

Not so strongly opposeNot so strongly support

Strongly opposeStrongly support

(+57)
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At least half of voters across demographic subgroups, except for Republicans, strongly support placing the 
ERA in the Constitution. Six in ten or more women, voters ages 40 to 49, college-educated women, 
Democrats and Independents, and Black voters, white women, and Latinas strongly support this. A plurality 
of Republicans support the ERA. 

57

7

18

69

12

Support Oppose Not sure

Not so strongly opposeNot so strongly support

Strongly opposeStrongly support

The Equal Rights Amendment, if placed in the U.S. Constitution, will prohibit sex discrimination and provide equal rights for women and men and on the 
basis of gender. Do you support or oppose the Equal Rights Amendment being placed in the Constitution to prohibit sex discrimination and provide equal 

rights for women and men and on the basis of gender?

(+57)

SupportStrongly support
6547Men <50
7867Women <50
6451Men 50+
6960Women 50+
7054Under 30
755830-39
706140-49
675650+
6043Non-college men
6858Non-college women
7157College men
8273College women
8981Democrats
7261Independents
4627Republicans 
6045White men
7262White women
7765Black
7156Latinos^
6765Latinas^

^Small N size
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Again, there is a gender gap among Independents and Republicans where the women are much more likely 
to strongly support the ERA than the men, especially Independent women who are 23 points more likely 
than Independent men to strongly support the ERA. Democrats solidly support it no matter their gender. 

The Equal Rights Amendment, if placed in the U.S. Constitution, will prohibit sex discrimination and provide equal rights for women and men and on the 
basis of gender. Do you support or oppose the Equal Rights Amendment being placed in the Constitution to prohibit sex discrimination and provide equal 

rights for women and men and on the basis of gender?

82 81

49
72

23 32

91 88

66
77

42
50

Democratic
men

Democratic
women

Independent
men

Independent
women

Republican
men

Republican
women

Not so strongly supportNot so strongly supportNot so strongly support

Strongly supportStrongly supportStrongly support
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